Vector quantization based methods are important tools for large scale search. They perform lossy compression on the dataset, then the distance between an uncompressed vector and compressed dataset can be efficiently computed via asymmetric distance computation (ADC). We show that for large datasets, ADC conducts excessive computations on vectors sharing the same prefix. To this end, we propose encoding tree (E-Tree) to avoid the excessive computations by storing the encodings on a radix-tree like data-structure. The memory consumption is also lowered. We then propose encoding forest (E-Forest) to further lower the computation cost. E-Tree and E-Forest are compatible with any quantization-based methods. Furthermore, unlike ordinary tree structures, our E-Tree and E-Forest essentially store the encoded vectors linearly in the memory, thus they are easy to implement and compute efficiently. We show by experiments that our methods bring significant speed-up compared to the vanilla ADC method. Therefore, E-Tree and E-Forest offer a practical and useful solution for real-world problems.
Introduction
The rapid development of the Internet in the recent years brings explosive growth of information online. Researchers have been developing methods utilizing such huge amount of data for machine learning, information retrieval, computer vision, etc. Because the majority of large-scale datasets consists of high-dimensional data, there is an increasing requirement for efficient basic operations like evaluating distances and computing scalar products.
Vector quantization based methods, e.g, product quantization (PQ) [1] , optimized product quantization (OPQ) [2] , composite quantization (CQ) [3] , are popular and successful methods proposed to perform fast distance / scalar product computation for high-dimensional data. Generally, they compress a vector into some short encoding representation, which indicates they are approximately the sum of some pre-trained vectors. This idea can be considered as an extension of the k-means [4] or other clustering algorithms, which hard-assign a vector to a single nearest centroid. Quantization-based algorithms have three major advantages: (1) These techniques significantly reduce the space needed to store high-dimensional data; (2) Fast distance computation is made possible via asymmetric distance computation (ADC) [1] using the short encoding, thus approximate nearest neighbor search can be greatly accelerated. One can also compute scalar product efficiently with vector quantization codes [5] .
Existing problem: Though ADC is efficient compared to directly computing the distances, it still does excessive computations. Existing vector quantization methods simply store the encodings sequentially in the memory, and exhaustively perform ADC to compute the approximate distance. However in any quantized dataset, many encodings share the same prefixes. These prefixes are repeatedly computed with ADC, they also take up excessive memory.
Our contribution: In this paper, we propose Encoding Tree(E-Tree) to lower the memory consumption and speedup the distance computation for encodings generated with vector quantization methods. An E-Tree is a compact version of prefix tree with the nodes having only one leaf child recursively merged.
We propose Hierarchical Memory Structure for Encoding Tree which is designed for efficient depth first traversal and allow accelerated distance computation. To perform accelerated distance computation, we maintain a very short "partial" ADC results, and depth-first traverse the tree. The accelerated distance computation is cache friendly and easily paralleled as it sequentially access the memory. Interestingly, with Hierarchical Memory Structure, we're able to speed up distance computation as well as lower the memory consumption. For further speed up one can generate an Encoding Forest by generating multiple E-Trees on different parts of the encodings, at a slight cost of memory consumption.
As a method for fast distance computation, E-Tree/E-Forest are totally compatible with various existing quantization methods by simply substitute ADC with E-Tree/E-Forest for distance computation. E-Forest achieves up to 111.7% speedup compared to the naive ADC, and E-Tree lower the memory consumption by 12.5%. E-Tree/E-Forest can accelerate various related algorithms significantly, e.g. Locally Optimized Product Quantization by 74%, and IVFADC by 81%. Applications relying on efficient distance computation could greatly benefit from our methods.
Vector quantization
Vector quantization (VQ) [6] 
is termed as quantizer. VQ seeks the quantizer minimizing the quantization error, defined as:
Minimizing the quantization error in Eqn.1 leads to the classical k-means clustering algorithm [7] . VQ essentially partition the data-space into many Voronoi cells, and quantize vectors to the centroids of the Voronoi cells. After we learn the quantizer, we encode vector x → i(x) for further use.
Product Quantization (PQ) [1] extends the idea by decomposing the vectors into M parts of sub-vectors. Then classical k-means is applied on each part to quantize a subvector to its nearest sub-centroid. Formally, for any vector x, it is decomposed into the concatenation of M sub-vectors:
as the mapping function for the m-th part sub-vector. The product quantizer is q(
PQ allows fast approximate distance computation for nearest neighbor search between a query vector q = [
and many encoded vectors via Asymmetric Distance Computation (ADC) [1] . We first calculate
, the distance can be efficiently approximated with minimal floating points operations by the following equation:
A number of effective improvements of product quantization have been put forward. Optimized Product Quantization [2] proposes to rotate the data-space for better subspace decomposition. Additive Quantization [8] and Composite Quantization [3] propose all sub-vectors should be full dimensional instead of only on a few dimensions. Tree Quantization [9] discussed how to improve the mapping function when sub-vectors are full dimensional.
Though ADC is much faster compared to brute force distance computation, however, it still makes up the majority consumed time in applications like IVFADC [1] , in large scale SVM training [10] [11] and other applications involving large scale data. For a large scale database contain millions of encoded vectors, many encodings have the same prefixes, while these prefixes are repeatedly calculated in ADC. Thus a solution is to generate a prefix tree-like structure to discover and avoid excessive computation. Interestingly we found such tree also lowers memory consumption. We propose Encoding Tree to accelerate distance computation. 1 
Encoding Tree
An Encoding Tree is a variant of prefix tree. Prefix tree is a standard method for searching and storing strings in scale. However prefix tree has not been introduced to handle large scale high-dimensional data occurred to machine learning, computer vision, etc, to our knowledge. One can effectively store encodings of a dataset in a prefix tree, in which all the descendants of a node have a common prefix of the encoding associated with that node. An illustrative tree structure example is presented in Figure 1 . In a prefix tree the common prefix only appears once to lower memory consumption; we can also avoid excessive calculation on the "partial distance" on this prefix twice. In addition, if one node has only a single leaf descendant, the path from the node to the leaf is compressed into one leaf node. FIGURE 1. An illustrative example of Encoding Tree. Note on this example, we need 25% less memory access and 13% less floating point additions to compute the distance compared to ADC implementations. The acceleration is more apparent on large scale datasets.
Constructing Encoding Tree

Algorithm 1 Construction of Encoding Tree
Require: N encoded vectors P 1 , · · · , P N , each of which has length of M , in lexicographic order Ensure: Encoding Tree 1: root ← P 1 2: lastPath := root 3: for each P i do
4:
l := Longest Common Prefix(lastPath, P ) 5:
Create nodes:
associate i-th vector to lastPath{M } 9: end for 10: return root To construct the Encoding tree, a straightforward solution is to directly adopt an existing implementation of prefix tree library and compress the tree to achieve minimal memory consumption. However, these implementations of general purpose prefix tree are still too massive for encoding tree with excessive dynamic arrays and pointers. Memory consumption is a critical problem in our algorithm, because we have to store all the encodings in memory. In addition, dynamic arrays and pointers are not friendly to extensive computation. Therefore, a memory efficient and computation friendly approach to maintain the encoding tree is in urgent need.
If the encodings are in order, we can efficiently generate the Encoding Tree without the use of dynamic array and excessive pointers. An in place sort of the encoded dataset can be done efficiently with existing libraries. Then we adopt the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 to generate the Encoding Tree. We first allocate enough memory for the tree, then the tree can simply grow linearly without memory fragments. The time complexity of generating the tree alone is O (MN) 
Hierarchical Memory Structure
We propose Hierarchical Memory Structure for the above algorithm, and present the corresponding accelerated asymmetric distance computation methods in this Section. An illustration of the Hierarchical Memory Structure is presented in Figure 2 . The Hierarchical Memory Structure store nodes in the depthfirst traversal sequence and is thus actually "flat" to allow parallelism and predictable memory access, which is crucial in practice for High Performance Computing(HPC). We briefly introduce the role of each field:
• Field K is for storing a single encoding chunk.
• Field Union is a branch indicator and stores meta-data of a node. The least significant bit indicates if this node is a leaf node or an internal node. For a leaf node, the rest of the bits are used for storing associated vectors number; and for an internal node, they are used to store depth of a internal node.
• Field idx indicates the associated vectors' IDs of a node. This field only occur when the node is a leaf node.
As a depth first traversal sequence, Hierarchical Memory Structure can be separately constructed in different memory chunks, and concatenate them to form the whole structure. Thus Algorithm 1 can be effectively accelerated with various parallelism methods. The memory consumption of Hierarchical Memory Structure depends on the number of internal nodes L 1 and the number of leaf nodes L 2 existing on the encoding tree. An internal node requires 2 Bytes; while a leaf node takes up 2 + P Bytes, denoting P as the average leaf node postfix length . For each dataset vector there is a corresponding ID stored in a leaf node, taking 4N Bytes in total. The total memory consumption is 4N + 2(L 1 + L 2 ) + P L 2 Bytes. FIGURE 2. Hierarchical Memory Structure layout, the nodes of the encoding tree is stored in depth first traversal sequence, yielding predictable memory access. An internal node takes 2 Bytes; and a leaf node takes P + 2 + n Bytes, where P denotes the postfix length and n denotes the number of associated vectors.
Distance Computation with Hierarchical Memory Structure
On the distance computation phase, we depth-first traverse the tree(sequentially read the memory in essence), and perform a "partial" ADC on every node. We present a pseudo code in C fashion to elaborate the distance computation: We maintain a variable Distance Context to store currently performed "partial" ADC result. The Distance Context is updated whenever we visit an internal node. We output the computation result to a preallocated array for collecting the distance. Note the construction of encoding tree always merge common prefixes, thus every time we update the Distance Context, we're avoid excessive computation. The final calculation time depends on the number of nodes N existing on the encoding tree, and the average leaf node postfix length P 2 . Distance computation with Hierarchical Memory Structure require total O(N + P ) computations.
Encoding Forests
We can further lower the calculation time with multiple Encoding Trees. An Encoding Forest is generated by splitting the encodings in to several parts and build Encoding Trees separately. However an Encoding Tree record every IDs of the dataset vectors on the leaf nodes, an Encoding Forest will have to record the vectors IDs for multiple times, resulting in more memory consumption.
To perform distance calculation with an Encoding Forest consists of multiple Encoding Trees, we first calculate the "partial" distance with the two encoding tree and output the result into different arrays. Then the distance is obtained by the summation these result arrays. Note performing summation of the resulting arrays is time consuming, thus it's not recommended to construct an Encoding Forest with too many Encoding Trees. As observed in Figure 3(c) , we recommend constructing a Encoding Tree with at least 4 codes for speed consideration.
In our implementations, we generate 2 Encoding Trees for a balanced trade-off between memory consumption and calculation time. FIGURE 3. The statistics of Encoding Tree. E-Tree NO(resp. RS) refers to original orderings(resp. randomized orderings) with one E-Tree, 2xE-Tree refers to E-Forest with 2 E-Trees.
.
Experiments and Discussions
To examine the acceleration with our method, we generated encoded vectors of SIFT1M dataset with Product Quantization [1] , Optimized Product Quantization [2] and Additive Quantization [12] . For Additive Quantization we quantized on the extra information to 1 Byte as proposed in [12] and store the extra information on the leaf node. For all methods, we produce M = 8/16, K = 256 encodings. The vectors' ID is also stored along with the encoded vectors. We used an Core i7 running at 3.6Ghz with 16G memory to perform the experiments.
Statistics of Encoding Tree
There are three things we're interested about the Encoding Tree:
• Number of internal nodes on the E-Tree. Every time we visit and update the distance context table, we're avoiding at least one excessive computation on the dataset (an internal node has at least two children or it is merged to a leaf node)
• Total number of leaf nodes on the E-Tree.
• The average postfix length of the leaf nodes. The postfixes have to be computed for all leaf nodes and is most time consuming.
The statistics is shown in Figure 3 . It can be observed that the number of leaf nodes is almost equal to the the dataset length for a single Encoding Tree, this is because vectors are not likely 2 Or M − D l , where D l denotes average leaf node depth.
to be encoded into a same encoding. Nevertheless, the postfix length is much smaller than encoding length M , so we can still gain a significant acceleration. We also observed the internal nodes are very few compared to the leaf nodes. To conclude, most of the time spending on distance computation would be on the postfix computing.
Encoding Ordering
Obviously, the acceleration of distance computation and compression rate of the encoded dataset with Encoding Tree is highly dependent on the length of common prefixes. If encoded vectors have longer common prefixes, i.e, a deeper depth of the leaf node, our proposed encoding tree can perform better. The ordering of encoding chunks may have an influence on the final tree size and therefore the speed of distance computation. We compared the following ordering of the encodings:
1. Original ordering. We generate encoding tree directly according to the original encodings.
2. Randomized ordering. We first shuffle the encoding chunks, then generate the encoding tree.
We adopt different encoding arrangement and generate the corresponding E-Tree. As depicted in statistics Figure 3 and performance Figure 4 . We found the encoding orderings have relatively small impact on the number of postfix/prefix length. Figure 4 present the distance computing time and memory consumption for E-Tree and E-Forest. E-Tree/E-Forest achieves maximum acceleration ratio on smaller encodings. On 8 bytes PQ encoding, the average distance computing time with . ADC is 2.678ms, while it takes only 1.265ms(111.7% speedup) with E-Forest or 1.760ms(52.2% speed-up) with E-Tree. E-Tree also lowers the memory consumption by 12.5%. EForest achieves very cost effective speed-up with 6.67% more memory consumption. On longer encodings the postfix length is also increased. One may generate E-Forest with more E-Trees on longer encodings to overcome this issue, at the cost of increased memory consumption. E-Tree and E-Forest perform best on smaller encodings as the postfix is shorter.
Performance
Application on related algorithms
We experiment our methods on two simple utilization of Asymmetric Distance Computation, namely, IVFADC proposed in [1] and Locally Optimized Product Quantization proposed in [13] . We replace the ADC part with Encoding-Tree to boost the search speed. The speed-up is shown in Table 1 . Similarly, one can apply E-Tree and E-Forrest on any circumstance depending on fast approximate distance computation. One can also extend E-Tree to allow fast scalar product, etc, we leave it TABLE 1 . Applying E-Tree/E-Forest on IVFADC and LOPQ with configuration w = 64, K = 8192, K = 256, M = 8 suggested in [14] . E-Tree brings significant improvement over the original algorithms. Number in brackets are reproduced from [14] .
a future work.
Conclusion
E-Tree/E-Forest provide significant speed-up and lowers memory consumption by generating a tree to avoid excessive computation. The memory consumption can be also lowered. E-Tree and E-Forest are compatible to current existing algorithms relying on ADC and can bring significant speed-up. In this paper we found the length of postfix is the major limitation of Encoding Tree, how to reduce the length the length of postfix or increase the length of prefix is leave to be the future work.
